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The versatile grey oak wood trend is a great way to 
bring a modern, urban feel into the office or your home. 
Already a firm favourite in the interior design scene, its 
neutral tone adds an air of sophistication but can still 
adapt to any colour or style. The grey trend is here, from 
home decor and interior design to fashion, and new for 
2021 our desks, storage & tables are available in a new 
grey oak finish - and they’re very much in demand!

Grey Oak
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Facile

Facile is an ergonomic and sophisticated seating solution that provides exceptional comfort throughout 

the working day. It is the perfect chair for those who spend hours sitting at the computer and then quick 

to change between shifts, with adjustable 4D arms and an adjustable lumbar support. Constructed with 

a breathable mesh fabric material, this stunning office chair can be adjusted to many positions to suit the 

unique requirements of the user.
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Chatbox

Designed and developed by industry-leading acoustic experts, the Chatbox telephone booth is adequate for 
one person and is the perfect peaceful environment for phone calls away from the noise and distraction. The 
sleek, modern design is carefully crafted to provide impeccable form, function, design and durability, offering next 
generation privacy for a new normality. Chatbox is a space to focus on your own or make uninterrupted phone calls.
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Protective
Screens

Our acrylic desktop protection screens reduce the risk of airborne germs between 

colleagues whilst still enabling them visibility. Protection is made from 5mm clear 

acrylic and is supported by metal feet or brackets to retro-fit to existing worktops 

or to add a layer of protection to existing screens. They are easy to install, maintain 

and disinfect and provide a professional solution that is easy to place and move for 

the office, reception or counter.
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Como
Fashions in furniture change nearly as quickly as clothes, but one thing that never 

goes out of fashion is a piece of furniture for people who place value on stylish 

design and functional décor. The Como range of dining and meeting tables with 

solid, tapered wooden legs exemplifies elegance and sophistication, and the white 

metal frame endows the table, bringing a touch of unique charm to any interior
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Home 
Office

The jury is still out on whether employees who 

work from home or work from an office are more 

productive. But with a dedicated workspace where 

you can concentrate and good quality furniture 

designed specifically for home workers, it becomes 

easier to unlock the benefits of remote working. 

Create an inspiring area to work in the home office 

with sleek office desks, comfortable seating and 

clever storage solutions.

Cairo

Sparta Tikal

Giza
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Juna
Beautifully crafted and elegant in design, Juna offers 

an informal refuge for employees and visitors alike. 

The Juna chairs offer an exceptional level of comfort 

and are smartly sized to make a big impression, even 

in small spaces. Designed to meet different needs of 

different work areas, this comfortable lounge chair 

will always soothe your stresses and fatigues caused 

by work with its warm embrace and entertain your 

guests with its ergonomic design.
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Suzi

Suzi is intentionally a simple chair, yet it still vibrantly enhances a space with effortless versatility. With a gently contoured seat 

and back that provides even support without creating pressure points or restricting movement, Suzi provides comfort all day 

long. The ability to offer mix of materials, colours, base options and arms make Suzi a lively offering with a fresh approach to 

standard seating so people feel at home in any space.
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Remy
Remy is a high full upholstered high stool with gentle moulded curves that invites people to sit and gather 

for casual conversations. Versatile with a contemporary design that offers new heights of comfort and 

value, the modern styling of the sculpted back is complemented with 4 base options in wooden leg and 

sled frame variants to make it a perfect choice for every area of the office environment.
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Roscoe
The Roscoe high stool collection is a multi-tasker with a chic aesthetic that sets a new 

bar for plastic seating with an ingeniously simple design allows the back to flex, which 

encourages movement and relaxation. Roscoe’s tapered contours and curved seat 

and back design deliver a refined aesthetic that is built for long-lasting function, ideal 

for cafes, office kitchens, dining halls - anywhere elegant, durable seating is needed.  
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Saxon
Saxon tables bring people together, inspiring 

conversation and collaboration. Whether it’s to 

grab a bite to eat or engage in lively conversation, 

Saxon tables with their curved table top edges 

and wooden legs are perfect for anywhere people 

gather. Suitable for not only café and canteen areas, 

but also as a range of worktables where these 

extremely versatile and adaptable tables offer users 

a comfortable working position when people need 

some time away from their desk.
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Silen
Offering visual and acoustic privacy solutions, our Silen acoustic hubs are inspirational spaces which 
provide anything from a designated shelter for employees to escape from the busy work environment, 
to a space for one-to-one chats, or a meeting place for working groups. Creating spaces with endless 
functionality, Silen acoustic hubs are also perfect dividers for work and relaxation areas, and you can just 
activate the wheels and roll your private retreat easily wherever you’re in the mood.
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Flo

The Flo modular shelving system epitomises the 

future of adaptable, modern design. Go with the 

Flo with an infinite number of layout options and 

shapes to help create work zones in any space to 

promote privacy or transparency as needed. The 

crisp, clean aesthetic of the black frame allows 

you to break up the workplace landscape while 

bringing together a wide range of complementary 

components and products – and, never 

compromising on design.
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Moby
Catering to modern day office needs, this contemporary mobile 

multi-media unit has all you can ask for in good looks as well 

as practicality. Moby makes it easy to collaborate and share 

information in presentations, brainstorming, or classroom settings. 

Sturdy, strong and easy to move around, it can be equipped with 

a marker board on one side and a TV on the other, with removable 

side panels for access to power and hiding unsightly wires.
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Piano 
Acoustics

Acoustics are essential in making our surroundings enjoyable by minimising noise, 

controlling reverberations and general improving the quality of the acoustic environment 

in office, education and commercial interiors. The Piano Acoustics range of screens, 

wall tiles, private booths, suspended panels and patterned dividers provides open plan 

offices and breakout spaces with multiple levels of acoustic absorption which are not 

only colourful and modern additions to the office aesthetics, but are also pertinent to 

the task at hand in each area.

Solo Chords

Scales
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